EYESIGHT VS. INSIGHT

KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL LESSONS FOR BLIND PARTICIPANTS

PRESENTED BY KIMBERLY TAYLOR
MY THERAPEUTIC RIDING JOURNEY

PHOTOGRAPHS PROVIDED BY
HARMONY FARMS ~ COCOA, FL
CHARLESTON AREA THERAPEUTIC RIDING ~ CHARLESTON, SC
PEPPER
HARMONY FARMS’ APPALOOSA
WHO TAUGHT ME NOT TO BE AFRAID OF HORSES’ BIG SIZE
CATR’S GITANE

• Kimberly learning to trot on Gitane with her horse leader, June 2013
KIMBERLY TROTS AFTER HER LEADER, CATR, JUNE 2014
TEAMWORK!

• Kimberly, Gitane, and horse leader, December 2014
Goal this semester: ride dressage pattern independently

Success: Goal MET!
AWESOME PAS DE DEUX, 2018
2019: USDF INTRO TEST B

SEMESTER GOAL: COMPLETE WALK/TROT DRESSAGE TEST INDEPENDENTLY, WHILE FOLLOWING LEAD HORSE/VOLUNTEER
Horses make blindness disappear... 45 minutes at a time! TR lessons are the fastest, most fun minutes of my week.

Kimberly Taylor

Thank you for coming to my presentation. I hope you learned some tips and tricks to enhance successful lessons for your blind participants.